
 

-Insert KeyMacro Text: Input the KeyMacro text to insert -Shift Left: Left shift pixels vertically -Shift Right: Right shift pixels vertically -Shift Top: Top shift pixels horizontally -Shift Bottom: Bottom shift pixels horizontally -Shift Down: Shift all pixels down vertically -Shift Up: Shift all pixels up vertically -Shift to Top: Shift all pixels to the
top -Shift to Bottom: Shift all pixels to the bottom -Shift to Left: Shift all pixels left -Shift to Right: Shift all pixels to the right -Shift Point Chain: Point a chain of pixels (pixel, pixel, pixel, etc) -Shift Start: Shift pixel by pixel -Shift End: Shift all pixels -Shift Z: Shift all pixels by one pixel -Shift Skip: Skip pixels vertically -Shift Skip Amount:
Skip pixels vertically by the amount you specify -Click: Left click a pixel -Long Click: Left click a pixel and hold it for a second or more -Drag: Move a pixel by a pixel horizontally and vertically -MouseWheel: Scroll vertically -Mouse Wheel Over: Scroll vertically a little when mouse wheel is over -Drag Accelerate: Accelerate horizontal and
vertical dragging by a value -Resize: Resize all pixels (horizontally and vertically) -Set As Default: Set this key as default -Trigger: Set as trigger key -Delay: Set delay between key-presses -Repeat: Set repeat mode -Hold: Set a delay between a mouse click and a key-press -Raw Mouse Wheel: Use the mouse wheel to control the mouse cursor
movement -Use Plugin Mouse Wheel: Use the mouse wheel to control the mouse cursor movement. -Use Plugin MouseWheel Over: Use the mouse wheel to control the mouse cursor movement. -Use Plugin Mouse Wheel Hold: Use the mouse wheel to control the mouse cursor movement. -Use Plugin Mouse Wheel Delay: Use the mouse
wheel to control the mouse cursor movement. -Use Plugin Mouse Wheel Repeat: Use the mouse wheel to control the mouse cursor movement. -Use Plugin Mouse Wheel Trigger: Use the mouse wheel to control the mouse cursor movement. -Delay: set a delay between key-presses -Repeat: set repeat mode -Hold: set a delay between a mouse
click and a key-press -Trigger: set as trigger key -Raw Mouse Wheel: 45cee15e9a
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AES-256 or SHA1, that is 256 or 512 bits, of the user key derived from the passphrase. The derived key is used to encrypt all the data to be stored in the folder. The passphrase is used to create a 512-bit key that is needed to decrypt the data and to create the keys that will be used in the file systems. Keylength: 384 bits or 256 bits (384 keybits
and 256 keybits are identical). Passphrase: A password used to generate a key from the passphrase. Algorithm: AES, or SHA-1, with a 256 or 512 bits keysize, that is 256 or 512 bits. The algorithm used to encrypt the data, this must be selected before the creation of the file system. Security Level: Standard, with 256-bit key and a SHA1
derived key. This level offers strong encryption with a passphrase length of 16 to 64 characters, and a 256-bit key used to encrypt the data. Paranoia: The Paranoia level is used to create a stronger encryption with a passphrase length of 16 to 256 characters, with a 256-bit key used to encrypt the data. Expert: This option is intended for users
who want to configure and encrypt their file systems. It allows the user to set the key and algorithm to AES-256, SHA1, or Blowfish, with a 4096-bit key, a SHA512-derived key, and a passphrase of up to 4096 characters. Host OS: Windows XP, 7, 8, 8.1 or 10. Cipher Type: AES, or Blowfish, with a 256 or 512-bit keysize, that is 256 or 512
bits. The algorithm used to encrypt the data, this must be selected before the creation of the file system. Cipher Length: 256, 512 or 1024 bits. The block size used to encrypt the data, this must be selected before the creation of the file system. Reset: You can add a new passphrase. You can modify the passphrase. You can mount and dismount
the encrypted file system. You can create new file systems. You can manage file systems. You can view and create passwords. You can configure and apply the security levels. You can unmount file systems. You can view the passwords used to encrypt the file systems. You can use the Delete command
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